Guide to network ports for Registers

Here is a detailed guide to where you can find active network ports for the student unions register system. In several cases you have to remove a red or black plug from the network port. You do this with the key in the picture below which should be included in the kit you have been given.

Gasquen

Kitchen
Up by the sound system there is a network port you can use to connect to register network,
**Second bar**
On the wall opposite the dancefloor in the main hall, you are able to set up a register at a port close to the ceiling. The available left port is the one you should use.

**By the toilets**
In the wardrobe
Below the counter on the far right you can find a network port.

Roof by the VIP corner
Ground level

Vörtpannan

By Vörtpannan there are two access points for register network as listed below.

Next to the information TV. The right port is plugged and you have to use the black, plastic key in you register kit to remove the red plugg.

Opposite the vörtpanna there is a hidden cord in the ceiling you can plug directly into a register.
Kårrestaurangen

There are three total network ports by the Student Union restaurant. Two outside the entrance, one in the ceiling and one close to the floor. Then there is one just inside the restaurant above where the reception desk usually is.
Expressen
In Expressen/JA spel there are 3 ports in the ceiling over where the lunch registrees usually ate located.

Conference area level 1
Level 2

Volvofoajen
Behind the stairs

In the bar
Group Rooms
Each room has a network port for registres in the northwest corners.

Outside the conference hall Scania
Below the TV to the right of the entrance there is a port available for registres.
**Exercise hall**
In the hall there are two available ports for registres. One is to the left of the entrance and one is to the right of the bleachers.

**The Billiard Room**
Behind the tables in the northeast corner there is an available network port for registres.
**The Church**

On the northern wall next to the glass case there is a network port available for register use.

**Outside**

There are two network ports available outside for use of registres. These are located on the side of the church towards teknologgården and by the stairs going down to Guasquen. You need to unscrew a black cap to access these.